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Not many things are more important to pet owners than the wellbeing of their four-legged friends. 

These furry darlings are, after all, part of the family and they should be cared for as such. That 

requires excellent preparation, especially during the holiday season. If the dog cannot come along on 

vacation, it is best for it to stay with people it knows and is comfortable around. The situation 

becomes a little more complicated with cats, since they feel comfortable within their own familiar 

environment and it is a hard and long process for them to feel comfortable anywhere else. The most 

convenient solution for them is if a neighbour, a trusted person or a pet sitter take care of them at 

their own place.  

 

Cats love their outdoor access 
The daily supply of food, water and cuddles is also mandatory during travel time. However, you don’t 

want to burden the temporary carers with too much work. For cats, who are used to being outdoors, 

it would be life changing if they could go outside on their own. The solution: a pet door built into the 

front door, glass or a wall. An interesting choice is the petWALK pet door, the most advanced 

petdoor available on the market. Customers love it, and based on their feedback even reluctant cats 

get used to their new front door quickly and use it with pleasure. Some pets even seem to believe 

that they are controlling the door themselves "by thought transmission" and visibly enjoy this 

freedom.  

 

Early bird Relaxation  
Even on staycation and spending relaxed days at home, a petWALK pet door is a valuable investment. 

Many cats enjoy strolling through the neighbourhood at dawn, during the summer months this could 

be quite early around 4 am. That’s where the built-in twilight sensor of the pet door comes into play, 

which reacts to the changed light conditions. Due to the twilight mode, the door remains closed 

during the night and can only be opened again by a certain level of brightness using the velvet paws. 

As desired, pet carers and pet owners are also able to control the intelligent door via app. By using 

the app, they have a control over the entry and exit of the pet, it also provides a safe feeling if the 

house is not occupied during the holiday. The pet doors from the Austrian manufacturer have a built-

in alarm system and, in conjunction with the smart functions, provide additional protection against 

burglaries.  

 
About petWALK  

The Austrian Company petWALK Solutions GmbH is the leading manufacturer of premium entrance doors 

especially for pets. Klaus Kindl founded petWALK in 2010 after discovering a gap in the market for pet doors 

which are suitable for passive houses as well. The patented and award winning petWALK pet door is an absolutely 

airtight, heat insulated and burglar-resistant pet door. petWALK can be installed almost anywhere and its design 

can be flexibly adapted to the needs of pets and their owners. 2018 was the year the petWALK petdoor became 

smart. The company is already successful in over 35 countries worldwide – from Austria to Australia.  
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